Paper Writing/Manuscript Preparation

Components of a scientific paper (materials from Schultz Book)

See AMS Manuscript Preparation Guide
https://www.ametsoc.org/index.cfm/ams/publications/author-information/formatting-and-manuscript-components/

Cover Page of Manuscript

Go to AMS journal site (https://journals.ametsoc.org ) to check out early online release
manuscripts.

Abstract
• The first section of the manuscript is the abstract (or summary).
• Abstract is a synopsis of the manuscript, the abstract is often the last part of the manuscript written.
• Some authors draft the abstract early in the writing process, for many of the same reasons that they may
write the title first. By the time the manuscript nears completion, check the content of the abstract against the
rest of the manuscript for consistency.
• Effective abstracts describe the contents of the manuscript and help potential readers know whether the
manuscript is of interest to them or not.
• Abstract is the first part of the text that most readers read, and sometimes the only part of the text that gets
read beyond the title. An abstract should contain the basic information in Table 4.3.

Introduction
• After the title and abstract, the introduction is one of the most frequently read parts of a paper.
• Introduction tells the reader why the content of the paper is important?
• An introduction usually has three components: contextualizing background information, the problem
statement, and a response to the problem
• The contextualizing background information helps ground the reader in familiar material. No one wants to
pick up a paper and immediately have unfamiliar information thrown at them.
• Once common ground is established, the problem statement is the hook to gain the reader’s attention and
draw them into your paper.
• Just as movies engage the audience by conflict, so, too, should a scientific paper focus around a conflict.
This conflict may entail some kind of paradox, error, or inconsistency in the previous literature; the lack of
knowledge on the subject; or a general misunderstanding of the problem.
• If your paper does not have a hook, then ask what is unique about the research and why does it need to be
communicated to others. Why do they need to pay attention?

Literature Synthesis/Review
The literature synthesis is potentially one of the most important sections of the manuscript as it can motivate the
manuscript by showing the historical and scholarly context of the problem and can justify the manuscript by
showing that good research is needed to solve existing problems.
Thus, the literature synthesis can demonstrate that an author’s manuscript is a meaningful contribution to a
meaningful problem.
Will discuss literature review more in later sessions.

Reading assignment: Reading Chapters 3 and 4 of Schultz Book.

